**Plancton**

**New Loops and Lights… Find Your Perfect Match**

Whether you’re looking for a co-ordinated loop to get started or a serious relationship with a high definition loop and light, then Evident have everything you need to see their NEW range of Evident™ loops and lights. Customised to meet the highest standards of quality, comfort and performance, Evident offers you two NEW Evident® loops, enabling them to offer a loop to suit everyone's individual needs. Whatever your requirements, simply choose from the NEW Essential cost-effective 2.5x loop, the NEW powerful yet compact Kepler loop available with full slit magnification needs in 3.5x, 4.5x, 5.7x, or the existing stylish and lightweight HD loop available from 2.5x to 10x. Completing this extensive range of experience, Evident have further enhanced their product portfolio with two NEW Evident® lights. Essential and XP nano now join Focus and XP in providing light in exactly the right place and are compatible with the NEW Essential and existing Premium batteries. If you’re looking for an even better experience, Evident’s expert team can visit your practice to explain the choices available to meet your needs, offering professional advice to ensure a beautiful, long-lasting investment.

Find your loop & light match - visit the new and improved website www.examination.co.uk or Freephone 0300 321 1111.

Facebook Evident

Twitter @evidentdental

**Oral-B**

**Architects of Oral Health**

Expert toothpaste tips in the synergy of the combination of the two main ingredients which provide the united strenghts of nanosized fluoride's antemicrobial properties and polyphosphate as a gentle cleaning agent to inhibit calculus and stains. Oral-B also manufactures a range of electric toothbrushes and refill heads. Their flagship model, the Oral-B Triumph with SmartGuide incorporates novel components enhancing technology using a unique remote display and comes with a broad range of oscillating-rotating refill heads. Oral-B also have the TwinFlex power brush refill head which gives patients the opportunity to keep a manual feeling and personalises the experience.

For further information please call mchella@ab-communications.com, 07920-178179.

**Plandent**

**Plan for Digital Impressions with Plandent**

Be impressed with the revolutionary solution in digital impression taking – 3Shape TRIO® from Plandent. No more missing or mess with conventional impression materials and significantly fewer tent-wakes.

3Shape TRIO® is a no-spray solution – spraying technique demanding, can ruin scan accuracy, is uncomfortable for patients and prolongs chair-time therefore no-spray is the best option. 3Shape’s technology captures more than 3,000 3D images per second - 100 times faster than conventional video cameras. There is no need to hold the scanner at a specific distance or for long, you can rest the scanner on the teeth for support as you scan which all provide ease of use.

View the digital impression being built during scanning and impress your patients while making your ordinary life easier.

For further information on special offers or to place orders call Helen on 01793 775256.

Prices exclude VAT
For Patients Who Want It All: Refer to The London Smile Clinic

When it comes to dental treatment, patients are more knowledgeable and demanding than ever before. Refer to the London Smile Clinic and give them access to a wider range of treatment options and state-of-the-art facilities for niche areas of dentistry. The award-winning clinic is renowned for its excellence in orthodontic and implant work, with an impressive team that includes specialist orthodontists Dr Prat Bajaj and highly experienced endodontist Dr Zaki Kanaan.

Allow the London Smile Clinic to guide you every step of the way of the referral process. We maintain constant communication with you from the treatment planning stage until the referred treatment is successfully completed and include you in your highest clinical standard. You remain in control at all times and we won’t move on to the next phase of treatment until you have checked and authorised our work. We work as an extension of your practice, providing you with models to send to your own dentists, as well as ‘before’ and ‘after’ photographs for every case. Refer to the London Smile Clinic and we guarantee patient satisfaction for the entire duration of the referred treatment.

For more information, please contact 020 7255 2559 or visit www.londonsmile.co.uk — refer — your patients will be glad you did!